Value Statement
Elevate Provider Network (formerly GNPPN) is an analytics-driven Pharmacy Services Administration Organization. We
partner with our more than 4,500 pharmacy members to help them maximize profitability, improve operational effectiveness
and enhance patient care. Our members look to us to model and negotiate smarter payer contracts, provide intuitive
pharmacy analytics and software and offer expertise in handling a range of managed care issues. With this unique
combination of analytics, technology and professional services –– Elevate Provider Network is strengthening the network’s
presence in managed care and providing pharmacies with a smarter path to profitability.

How can the Elevate Provider Network help you?

ü Grow Your Business: Broad access to third-party contracts and patient lives
ü Industry Expertise: Subject matter experts for managed care and third-party contract issues
ü Attract More Customers: Collaborative practice coverage for immunizing pharmacists
ü Stay Competitive: Good Neighbor Pharmacy Prescription Savings ClubTM
ü Protect Your Profitability: Automated MAC review with MAC pricing research and resolution
ü Industry Leading Support: Third party help desk with extended operating hours
ü Stay Informed: Weekly industry updates and legislative alerts
ü Understand Your Business: Week-At-A-Glance (WAAG) business analytics tool
ü Keep Your Money: Managed care audit support
ü Retain Your Customers: Contracts for medication therapy management (MTM)
ü Operate More Efficiently: Consolidated payments via Central Pay
ü Improve Your Star Ratings: Patient Engagement Center, powered by PrescribeWellness
ü Maximize Profitability: Pre- and post-edit services with data capture, powered by Emdeon
ü Manage Lifecycle of claims: Claim reconciliation services, powered by FDS
ü Deliver Cash Flow Visibility: Elevate mobile app

What makes the Elevate Provider
Network different?
§We are advocates for our pharmacies

§

 
We strive to simplify the complex so our
pharmacies can care for their patients
§

 
We are data driven and focus on driving
prescription growth for our customers
§

 
We engage with the strategic thinkers and
decision-makers at the PBMs
§

 
We guide our members to adopt new practices
based on emerging trends
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